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英文練習 tense-3(小五適用) 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs.( 15 marks, 1 mark each) 

 

1.  Today is busy. I will                    (work) six hours by eight o’clock. More 

and more patients                    (come) now. I think I need                    

(cancel) the meeting with my friends tonight. By nine o’clock, I will                    

(finish) my work. 

 

2. I prefer                    (eat) to                    (play) in the afternoon. 

3. You should stop                    (talk) about her sister. 

4. Tom will                    (arrive) on Sunday. I should                    

(prepare) something for him. 

5. It is dangerous                    (go) out during a thunderstorm. 

6. The pencil case is used for                    (hold) pencils. 

7. He never                    (study) at library. 

8. I would rather                    (stay) at home than go out. 

9. I knew the answer because I                    (read) the book. 

10. In the end, we decided                    (go) to the cinema. 

 

 

 

 

End  

 

  



此教材由王心安女士贊助                                                                      

英文練習 tense-3(小五適用)-答案 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs.( 15 marks, 1 mark each) 

 

1.  Today is busy. I will have worked / have been working (work) six hours by eight 

o’clock. More and more patients are coming (come) now. I think I need to cancel 

(cancel) the meeting with my friends tonight. By nine o’clock, I will have finished 

(finish) my work.  

 

 

2. I prefer eating (eat) to playing (play) in the afternoon. 

3. You should stop talking (talk) about her sister. 

4. Tom will arrive (arrive) on Sunday. I should prepare (prepare) something for him. 

5. It is dangerous to go (go) out during a thunderstorm. 

6. The pencil case is used for holding (hold) pencils. 

7. He never studies (study) at library. 

8. I would rather stay (stay) at home than go out. 

9. I knew the answer because I had read (read) the book. 

10. In the end, we decided to go (go) to the cinema. 

  

 

 

 

End  


